[Combination of novel counter-selection system kil and pSim6 plasmid in recombination engineering].
Seamless modification is a popular genomic manipulation technique in genetic engineering. Selection stringency of the counter-selection system determines the efficiency of the seamless modification. Recently, a novel counter-selection system, kil, was constructed. It is reported that the selection selectivity of kil is higher in host bacteria harboring plasmid pSim6 than that harboring pKD46, indicating that recombinants could be selected out more efficiently by combining kil counter-selection system and plasmid pSim6. In order to confirm this speculation, four different loci (lacI, dbpa, ack, glk) in Escherichia coli strains W3110, MG1655 and DH10B were selected for testing: dsDNA fragments of different sizes (500 bp, 1 000 bp, and 2 000 bp) were used to substitute tet/kil. As expected, recombination efficiency was higher in host bacteria harboring plasmid pSim6 than that harboring pKD46, and the results were more obvious with the length of dsDNA increasing. Specifically, recombination efficiency was 1.2 to 2 fold higher in pSim6 harboring bacteria than in pKD46 harboring bacteria when dsDNA fragments were 1 000 bp in length. With the length of dsDNA increasing up to 2 000 bp, the gap increased to 2.2-5 fold. In conclusion, it is easier to perform seamless modification by combining kil counter-selection system and plasmid pSim6 than combining kil and pKD46. An alternative tool in genomic engineering is provided in this study.